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Terminology 
•Event: Every possible outcome of an experiment 

•Sample Space: The set of all possible outcomes of an experiment (the set of all events). 

•Example: Rolling the dice 
• Every possible outcome is an event 

• Sample space: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 

•Example: Toss a coin 
• Every possible outcome is an event 

• Sample space: {heads, tails}. 

 

 



Binary Random Variables 
•A is a Boolean-random variable if A denotes an event, and there is some degree of uncertainty 
as to whether A occurs  

 

•Examples 
• A = The US president in 2023 will be male 

• A = You wake up tomorrow with a headache 

• A = You have Ebola 



Visualizing A 

Event space of all 
possible worlds 

This area is 1 
Worlds in which A is false 

Worlds in which 
A is true 

P(A) = Area of 
the reddish 
oval 



Kolmogorov Axioms 
  



Kolmogorov Axioms 



The area of A cannot be 
smaller than 0 

And a zero area would 
mean no world could ever 
have  A true. 



The area of A cannot be 
larger than 1 

And an area of 1 would 
mean all worlds will have A 
true. 





Theorems from the axioms 

= 



Theorems from the axioms 



Multivalued Random Variables 



Facts about multivalued random 
variables 



Elementary probability in pictures 



Elementary probability in pictures 



Independence 



Conditional Probability 

F 

H 

“Headaches are rare and flu is rarer, but if 
you’ re coming down with a flu there’ s a 
50-50 chance you’ ll have a headache.” 
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F = “Coming down with a flu” 
H = “Have a headache” 
P(H)= 1/10 
P(F) = 1/40 
P(H|F) =1/2 
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Conditional Probability 



One day you wake up with a 

headache. You think: “Drat! 50% of 

flues are associated with 

headaches so I must have a 50-50 

chance of coming down with a flu” 

Conditional Probability 

F 

H 

F = “Coming down with a flu” 
H = “Have a headache” 
P(H)= 1/10 
P(F) = 1/40 
P(H|F) =1/2 



Bayes Rule 



Using Bayes Rule to  Gamble 

The win envelope has one 
dollar and four beads 

The lose envelope has no 
dollar and three beads 

Trivial question: someone draws an envelope at random and offers to sell it to you. 
How much should you pay? 



Using Bayes Rule to  Gamble 

The win envelope has one 
dollar and four beads 

The lose envelope has no 
dollar and three beads 

Interesting question: before deciding, you are allowed to see one bead drawn from the envelope. 
Suppose its black: How much should you pay? 
Suppose its red: How much should you pay? 
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Discrete Probability Distributions 



Continuous Probability Distributions 



Probability of a continuous random 
variable 



Probability Density Function 



Famous continuous probability 
distributions 

Uniform Distribution Gaussian Distribution 



Expectations 



Expectations 



Gaussians 
• The distribution is symmetric, and is often 
illustrated as a bell-shaped curve. 

• Two parameters,  (mean) and (standard 
deviation), determine the location and shape of 
the distribution. 

• Very important distribution.  

•Why? 



Central Limit Theorem 



Mean and variance in Gaussians 



Learning Gaussians from data 



Likelihood 



Learning MLE 

Too hard!! 



Learning MLE 

Easy!! 



Learning MLE 

Easy!! 

… 
 



Learning MLE 



Learning MAP 



Learning MAP 

Sample size increases 
the denominator and 

makes prior less 
significant 



MLE vs. MAP 


